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Asymmetric Coding of Multi-View Video Plus Depth
Based 3-D Video for View Rendering
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Abstract—The recent years have witnessed three-dimensional
(3-D) video technology to become increasingly popular, as it can
provide high-quality and immersive experience to end users,
where view rendering with depth-image-based rendering (DIBR)
technique is employed to generate the virtual views. Distortions
in depth map may induce geometry changes in the virtual views,
and distortions in texture video may be propagated to the virtual
views. Thus, effective compression of both texture videos and
depth maps is important for 3-D video system. From the perspective of bit allocation, asymmetric coding of the texture videos
and depth maps is an effective way to get the optimal solution
of 3-D video compression and view rendering problems. In this
paper, a novel asymmetric coding method of multi-view video
plus depth (MVD) based 3-D video is proposed on purpose of
providing high-quality view rendering. In the proposed method,
two models are proposed to characterize view rendering distortion
and binocular suppression in 3-D video. Then, an asymmetric
coding method of MVD-based 3-D video is proposed by combining two models in encoding framework. Finally, a chrominance
reconstruction algorithm is presented to achieve accurate reconstruction. Experimental results show that compared with other
methods, the proposed method can obtain higher performance of
view rendering under the total bitrate constraint. Moreover, the
perceptual visual quality of 3-D video is almost unaffected with
the proposed method.
Index Terms—3-D video, asymmetric coding, bit allocation,
chrominance reconstruction, view rendering.

I. INTRODUCTION
HREE-DIMENSIONAL (3-D) video has drawn increasing attention as a new multimedia technique for
capturing real-world scenes, which is expected as the ensuing
evolution of 2-D video [1]. 3-D video captures photorealistic
texture as well as complex geometric shape of real-world
scenes. Two types of 3-D video applications, three-dimensional
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television (3DTV) and free-viewpoint television (FTV), are
envisioned. 3DTV aims to provide viewer depth perception of
the scene by simultaneously rendering multiple views from
different viewing angles [2]. Instead, FTV allows interactive
selection of the viewpoint and direction in the scene within
a certain operating range [3]. In order to promote 3DTV and
FTV applications, multi-view acquisition [4], multi-view video
coding (MVC) [5], and virtual view rendering [6] are being
developed as the key technologies.
In order to represent a 3-D scene, several 3-D video data
formats and 3-D video coding strategies currently co-exist,
among which multi-view video plus depth (MVD) format
has emerged as an efficient data representation for 3-D video
scene and 3-D system [7]. Compared to multi-view video
format which synthesizes scenes by using image interpolation,
the main advantage of MVD format is that virtual views at
arbitrary viewpoint positions can be conveniently generated via
depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) technique for interactive
application [6]. Even though generation of depth maps in MVD
is somewhat complicated, MVD format is backward compatible
with the existing 2-D video coding and transmission technologies. Recently, MPEG group has started the exploration work
on depth estimation and view synthesis for developing the 3-D
video standard [8].
However, the presence of multiple cameras as well as additional depth information significantly increases the amount of
data. For texture videos, many MVC methods were developed
by exploiting inter-view dependencies, which had been standardized by both joint multi-view video model (JMVM) [9] and
joint multi-view video coding (JMVC) standard [10]. For depth
maps, they can be compressed by considering special characteristics of depth map, such as exploiting depth smooth properties [11], or optimizing depth coding in wavelet domain [12].
In order to be backward compatible with the MVC standard,
the depth maps are often treated as grey scale image sequence,
which are similar to the luminance component of texture video,
and can be compressed by JMVM or JMVC. Furthermore, by
considering the correlations between texture and depth, several
joint depth/texture coding schemes were proposed to further improve the coding efficiency [13], [14]. However, since depth
maps are not directly used for display, the effects of depth map
coding on view rendering should be taken into consideration in
joint coding methods.
In general, quality of the rendered virtual views can be affected by compression of texture videos and depth maps [15].
Given a maximum bitrate budget to represent the 3-D scene,
how to optimally distribute the bitrates between texture and
depth, such that the rendering distortion is minimized, is still
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an open-ended problem. Results from the European ATTEST
project had shown that the bitrates of depth maps were fixed at a
percentage of 20% of the texture bitrates, but it cannot guarantee
that the bitrate allocation is the optimal solution to practical
MVD data. Daribo et al. proposed a rate-distortion (R-D) optimized bit allocation strategy by considering the content-specificity of sequence [14]. Morvan et al. used full-search method to
exhaustively search the optimal bitrate trade-off between texture
and depth [16]. Liu et al. proposed a view synthesis distortion
model to seek the optimal bitrate trade-off between texture and
depth [17]. Kim et al. proposed a new distortion metric to quantify the effect of depth coding on synthesized view quality [18].
However, these methods do not aim at establishing a quantitative
bitrate ratio between texture and depth with lower complexity,
and are difficult to be efficiently applied in real 3-D video systems.
From another perspective, based on the suppression theory of
binocular vision, it is assumed that the binocular perception is
better supported with an asymmetric quality [19]. These binocular visual characteristics have been extensively investigated in
asymmetric coding [20]–[24], in which one of the two views is
encoded with lower quality compared to the other one, while the
perceptual quality degradation for the stereoscopic display can
be negligible by human eyes. Fehn et al. spatially down-sampled
the right view and encoded it with the lower resolution in order
to reduce the total amount of data to be encoded [20]. Chen et
al. applied an adaptive filter to generate picture-level adaptive
inter-view predictors for macro-block partitions in coding [21].
Aflaki et al. investigated different compressed mixed-quality
asymmetric stereoscopic video in order to measure the optimal
asymmetric solutions [22]. Termin et al. suggested that human
visual perception system will fuse the two images that differ in
chromatic content into one perceived color stereoscopic image
[23]. In our previous work prior to this research [24], in order
to exploit the visual redundancy in 3-D video, all the chrominance information in selected views is discarded and the discarded chrominance information is ultimately restored at the decoder. However, these methods have not taken the optimal view
rendering problem into consideration.
Therefore, asymmetric coding of the texture videos and
depth maps is a significant way to get the optimal solution of
3-D video compression and view rendering problem. Up to
now, there are not detailed researches on asymmetric coding
of MVD-based 3-D video. The previous asymmetric coding
methods of 2-D video mainly benefit the visual quality so as to
reduce the bandwidth requirement. Compared with the asymmetric coding of 2-D video, asymmetric coding of 3-D video
pertains to two layers of implication, that is, asymmetric coding
of texture videos and depth maps, and asymmetric coding of
texture videos. The first part takes the objective quality as the
optimization criterion, and the second part takes the visual
characteristics of binocular suppression into consideration.
Besides bandwidth reduction, view rendering quality is also
the most important indicator to evaluate the performance of
asymmetric coding of 3-D video. Therefore, the key issue in
asymmetric coding of 3-D video is how to allocate the bitrates
for texture videos and depth maps appropriately, so that the
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objective performance of view rendering is enhanced while
keeping the same perceptual visual quality.
In this paper, considering different bitrate ratios in depth/texture and the characteristics of binocular suppression in human
visual system (HVS), we propose a novel asymmetric coding
method of MVD-based 3-D video, which can ameliorate the
performance of view rendering to the maximum extent possible.
The motivation of the proposed method is inspired by two speculations: 1) No matter what coding methods are employed and
the compressed errors appear in a rendered view, the target bitrates for texture videos and depth maps must be allocated in
advance for the desired rendering quality. 2) Even though the visual characteristics of binocular suppression in HVS can be explained through several perceptual models, the perceptual color
redundancy is particularly suitable for asymmetric coding with
better depth perception and lower encoding complexity. This
paper proposes a bit allocation model to characterize the view
rendering distortion and a chrominance reconstruction model
to characterize the binocular suppression, and finally achieves
asymmetric coding scheme by combining these two parts, which
aims at improving the objective quality of the rendered virtual
view while keeping the same perceptual visual quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The bit allocation and chrominance reconstruction models are derived in
Section II. In the model derivation, we emphasize on analyzing
how the rendering distortion can be effectively represented by
coding distortion, and define a new data representation format
to characterize the visual masking effect. In Section III, based
on the derived models, the proposed asymmetric coding method
of MVD-based 3-D video is described in detail. Section IV
presents the experimental results. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn in Section V.
II. BIT ALLOCATION AND CHROMINANCE
RECONSTRUCTION MODELS
Since 3-D video is an extension of 2-D, it can be affected by
the same types of visual distortions identified with 2-D video,
and the additional distortions in depth maps can further adversely affect the 3-D visual perception. The framework of the
MVD-based 3-D video system is illustrated in Fig. 1. On the
sender side, texture videos are captured with multiple cameras,
and the corresponding depth maps are generated by depth estimation method. Then, the texture videos and depth maps are
compressed by MVC encoders in an independent or joint means.
At the client side, virtual views are rendered from the decoded
texture videos and depth maps by DIBR technique, and ultimately provide 3-D visual experiences for end users. Bandwidth
reduction and view rendering quality are the two important indicators to evaluate the performance of the framework. Since
MVD-based 3-D video coding must satisfy the bandwidth requirements, how to find the best compression strategy to achieve
the optimal rendering quality is a vital challenge for the success
of 3-D video system when total bits of texture videos and depth
maps are restricted.
In order to achieve higher view rendering quality in the MVDbased 3-D video system framework, asymmetric coding strategy
of 3-D video should be carefully considered. Different from the
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Fig. 1. System framework of the MVD-based 3-D video system.

asymmetric coding methods of 2-D video, the proposed asymmetric coding method of 3-D video mainly consists of two parts,
that is, asymmetric coding of texture videos and depth maps, and
asymmetric coding of texture videos. In the system framework,
the first part is fulfilled by a bit allocation model which only
takes the objective quality as the optimization criterion, and the
second part is fulfilled by a chrominance reconstruction model
which takes the visual characteristics of binocular suppression
into consideration. Then, the two parts are combined into one
framework by implementing appropriate bitrate allocation and
rate control strategies. As a result, the objective quality of the
rendered virtual view will be improved while keeping the same
or nearly the same perceptual visual quality.
In the MVD-based 3-D video system, virtual views are rendered from the compressed texture videos and depth maps, and
the distorted texture videos and depth maps resulting from compression can be propagated to the virtual views. Therefore, the
optimal bitrate ratio problem between texture videos and depth
maps is necessary to be solved in MVD-based 3-D video coding.
, under the
In order to seek the optimal bitrate pair,
total bitrate constraint , the problem is formulated as

(1)
where
and
are the coding bitrates of texture videos and
depth maps, respectively; they are constructed a bitrate pair, de.
is the view rendering distortion,
noted as
is the coding distortion of texture videos, and is the
candidate set of the bitrate pair. An important feature of the
of texture videos is
model is that the coding distortion
also included, because texture videos usually need to maintain
higher quality for the purpose of being compatible with 2-D display.
It is assumed that the multi-view acquisition, depth generation, view rendering, and 3-D display modules in Fig. 1 are
fixed; thus, the quality of the rendered virtual view may be
mainly affected by the coding distortions of texture videos and
denote coding distortion of depth
depth maps. Let
can be represented by
maps, the view rendering distortion
and
as a function of

the image rendered by the original texture images and the comdenote the image rendered by the
pressed depth maps, and
compressed texture images and the compressed depth maps, the
can be approximately deview rendering distortion
composed into two components

(3)
represents the average view rendering
where
distortion induced by depth compression, and
represents the average view rendering distortion induced by texture compression, and
approximates
to zero [25]. In practical view rendering implementation, the
virtual view is rendered from multiple adjacent views. Theoretically, the impact of different views on the same virtual view
should be taken in account in the distortions
and
. Since the depth maps of different views
have large amounts of uniform contents, the impact of different
views on the same virtual view may be similar if the impact of
occlusion is ignored. For simplicity, we only consider the impact from one adjacent view in the above distortions.
It is supposed that the location of virtual view is known, for
can be characterized
a particular virtual view,
by a linear model and expressed as [26]

(4)
is the weighting factor of the rendered virtual image
where
from a particular view,
is the linear parameter which is assoacts as the warping posiciated with image contents, and
tion error, which is computed as [27]

(2)

(5)

In order to model the function
in (2), let
denote the
denote
original texture image at the virtual view position,

is the coding distortion of depth maps,
dewhere
notes the focal length of the camera in the horizontal direction,
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed asymmetric coding method of MVD-based 3-D video.

expresses the distance between the virtual and the particand
are the nearest and farthest
ular cameras, and
depth values. Since the location of virtual view is not fixed in
the model, we select middle virtual view between two adjacent
as a tradeoff in the experiment. Thus, the
views with
and
can be aprelationship between
proximated as

In contrast, for MLVD representation, the total data
is only composed of luminance
and depth
and represented as

,
(10)

Then, the total data

for all MVD data is represented as
(11)

(6)
where
,
.
Similarly, since the view rendering distortion induced by texture compression can be directly regarded as a linear combination of the coding distortions, the relationship between
and
can be expressed as

It is well known that inter-view relationships can be well revealed by the supplementary depth information. Thus, the disin MLVD representacarded chrominance information
tion can be reconstructed from MLCVD data with the depth information. Chrominance information reconstruction can be expressed as a function in the following form:

(7)
Thus, based on (3), (6), and (7), the optimal bit allocation
problem in (1) can be simplified as

(8)
where
denotes the total view rendering distortion generated by texture
and depth coding distortions. It is important to be aware that
the above model can be applied not only to depth/texture bit
allocation, but also to joint depth/texture coding. In this study,
we only consider the former case. Thus, once the parameters
and
are determined, it is convenient to establish the optimal
bitrate pair by using the coding distortions from one adjacent
view.
From another perspective, based on the characteristics of
binocular suppression in HVS, the higher quality view in
stereoscopic pairs will dominate the 3-D visual perception.
Thus, we redefine the MVD data format as two independent
data representation formats [24]. One is multi-view luminance
and chrominance video plus depth (MLCVD) representation, and the other is multi-view luminance video plus depth
(MLVD) representation. For MLCVD representation, the total
is composed of luminance
, chromidata
, and depth
, and it can as a result
nance
be expressed as
(9)

(12)
in (12), a chrominance reIn order to model the function
construction algorithm is proposed in the next section by using
the correspondences between left and right views in the proposed data representation format.
III. PROPOSED ASYMMETRIC CODING METHOD
According to the above bit allocation and chrominance reconstruction models, we propose a novel asymmetric coding
method of MVD-based 3-D video. The block diagram of the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. It is a specific implementation of the MVD-based 3-D video coding framework in Fig. 1. In
order to accurately control the encoded bitrates of 3-D video, appropriate bitrate allocation and rate control strategies are implemented in the proposed method by fusing the two models. It consists of four stages: 1) establishment of the model parameters, 2)
target bitrate allocation, 3) asymmetric 3-D video coding, and
4) chrominance reconstruction. In the proposed method, the first
and last stages are offline and the middle two stages are online
processed. To facilitate understanding, the summary of some notations and acronyms is shown in Table I.
A. Establishment of the Model Parameters
In the 3-D video system, texture videos and depth maps are
encoded by MVC method. For the sake of simplicity, we emphasize on two-view based 3-D video in this paper, and it can
be easily extended to the case of multiple views. In the two-view
based 3-D video, suppose that one view is regarded as left view
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS AND ACRONYMS

and the other view is regarded as right view; each view is composed of a texture video and the corresponding depth map. Let
be the initial bitrate ratio between left and right views, be the
initial bitrate ratio between chrominance and luminance components in texture videos, and be the initial bitrate ratio between
depth and texture. Under the total bitrate constraint, after enand
coding the left and right views, the initial bitrates
in left and right views, and the initial bitrates
and
of luminance and chrominance in left view, can be obtained. Also,
by applying the bit allocation model in (8) to the left view, the
and
of depth and texture can be obtained.
initial bitrates
Finally, the optimal model parameters can be expressed as

Fig. 3. Initial average bitrate distribution under different total bitrate constraints.

the rendered virtual view can be enhanced by efficiently allocating different target bitrate to each representation. Here, based
on the early established bitrate ratios , , and , target bitrates
for texture and depth of left and right views are allocated by considering their impacts on view rendering and the visual characteristics of binocular suppression. Under the total bandwidth
constraint, the target bitrates for texture and depth in the representations can be expressed as follows:
(14)

(13)
(15)
It is worth noting that the approximate average bitrate ratios
, , and can be estimated by calculating the statistical bitrate
values after pre-encoding several frames in each view. Moreover, it is assumed that the parameters and of left view are
similar to those of right view. For the candidate bitrate set
in (8), we test the bitrate ratio of
ranging from
0.2 to 0.8 with a ratio interval of 0.1. More accurate bitrate ratio
can be obtained with more sophisticated classification of ratio
interval. Fig. 3 shows the statistical initial average bitrate distribution under various total bitrate constraints. It is clear that
the average bitrate distribution between texture and depth is independent of the total bitrates, and for the given test sequence
specified in this research, we can obtain the approximate average bitrate ratio after pre-encoding several frames of MVD
data. In the experiment, all frames in the first two GOPs are used
for pre-encoding in this stage.
B. Target Bitrate Allocation
After establishing the model parameters, two different 3-D
video representations, namely MLCVD and MLVD, are adopted
for the left and right views, respectively. In the representations,
the left view is composed of color texture video and its corresponding depth map, and the right view is composed of gray
texture video and its corresponding depth map. The quality of

(16)
(17)
It is noted that in the proposed target bitrate allocation
strategy, the encoded bitrates for texture in the MLVD representation can be reduced by discarding partial chrominance
information, and the saved bitrates from the chrominance
coding are all allocated to depth coding in the MLCVD representation. Even though the quality of chrominance information
in the MLVD representation is degraded, the resulting perceptual quality degradation for the stereoscopic display is not
noticeable by human eyes [28]. Such a strategy will have several additional advantages. Firstly, the quality of the rendered
virtual view can be improved with higher quality depth map.
Secondly, more accurate pixel correspondences can be provided
for the right view in the chrominance reconstruction stage.
When the target bitrates for texture and depth are established,
the accurate initial quantization parameters (QPs) are necessary
to be assigned in order to improve the accuracy of rate control.
In the detailed configuration, only the QP values of the first encoded frames are required to be set, and the QP values for the
following P-frames or B-frames can be automatically adjusted
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Fig. 5. Distribution of parameters , , and

Fig. 4. Relationship between encoded bit and quantization step.

in the process of rate control. Thus, in the proposed method, we
use only one frame to test the rate-quantization (R-Q) model.
According to the statistical R-D characteristic of the first encoded frames in Fig. 4, the linear R-Q model in [29] can be used
to characterize the initial QPs setting. The linear relationships
and
, and between
and
, are
between
built as

in different GOPs.

Firstly, the target bitrate allocated to a GOP is updated based
on the total target bitrates of texture in left view and the corresponding initial QPs. Then, the target bitrates for a specific
frame are determined based on its buffer level, encoding complexity, and the remained bits in the GOP. Finally, the quantiof texture in left view for the th
zation step size
frame in the th GOP can be computed by the quadratic R-Q
model [30]

(18)
(19)
where , , , and
are constants, and
and
are quantization steps for texture and depth in the left view, respectively. Thereupon, given the above relationship of target biand
, and
and
in (14)–(17), the
trates between
accurate initial QPs for texture and depth can be established.
C. Asymmetric Coding of MVD-Based 3-D Video
After establishing the target bitrates and the initial QPs for
left and right views, a typical hierarchical B picture (HBP) prediction structure is adopted for two-view based MVC. Generally, texture videos and depth maps are encoded using different
MVC encoders. To facilitate the simultaneous controlling of the
bitrates of the texture and depth, one texture image and its corresponding depth map are superposed into one combined image.
Thus, the texture videos and depth maps can be encoded by
using a single MVC encoder as two independent slices in the
encoded frames. In the prediction structure, left view is independently encoded and right view is encoded with disparity compensated prediction technique. Since it is rather difficult to accurately control the encoding bitrates with a fixed QP, the texture
videos and depth maps for left and right views are encoded with
a rate control strategy. The current MVC encodes each view separately and the inter-view reference sequences are added to the
encoding buffer. Thus, the rate control strategy in the proposed
3-D video coding is the same as H.264/AVC [31]. Here, the rate
control strategy in the proposed method has three layers, that is,
group of picture (GOP) layer, frame layer, and basic unit layer.

(20)
is the target
where and are the model parameters,
bitrate allocated to the th frame in the th GOP,
is the
is a predicsum of header bits and motion bits, and
tion of mean absolute difference (MAD) between original image
data and its prediction data. Based on the relationship between
,
, the
QP and quantization step size
optimal QP can be determined. Similarly, the QPs for other representations can be computed. The corresponding equations can
be referred in [31].
However, in the process of rate control, it is hard to guarantee
that the estimated parameters , , and will be consistent
across the whole sequence. As shown in Fig. 5, through experiments, it is found that the parameter is relatively stable and
the parameters and will be changed in different GOPs. The
reason is that the parameter highly depends on the inter-view
coding structure and the parameter highly depends on the
image content, and the depths of the objects have been changed
in the sequence due to inaccurate depth estimation. Since
chrominance information only occupies a small percentage
of the total bitrates, only the parameter is updated, and the
corresponding target bitrates in (14)–(17) are reallocated before
encoding the next GOP. Since it is impossible to apply the
in the
bit allocation model with all candidate bitrate set
is restricted
encoding processing, the candidate bitrate set
based on the bitrates of encoded frames in one GOP. Besides, in
the encoding process, the chrominance information of texture
video in right view is discarded, and the saved bitrates from the
chrominance information are all allocated to depth coding in
left view. Consequently, even though the total bitrates allocated
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to texture videos are largely reduced, the 3-D visual perception
is still better supported with an asymmetric quality than a
reduction of quality in both views [28].
D. Chrominance Reconstruction
At the decoder, the discarded chrominance information in
right view should be reconstructed. The performance of the proposed asymmetric coding method largely depends on the accuracy of the reconstructed chrominance. With the depth information of left view, 3-D warping in DIBR is used to find pixel correspondences between left and right views, and the discarded
chrominance information in right view is directly reproduced
from left view. However, occlusion is inevitable in 3-D warping
that only luminance information is preserved in the occluded
areas. In the following step, these luminance-only pixels are
colorized by referencing those already obtained chrominance
and
[32]. By imposing the constraint
values
that two neighboring pixels should have similar chrominance
values if their luminance values are similar, we intend to minimize the reconstruction error between the chrominance value
at pixel
and the weighted average of the chrominance values at its neighboring pixels

(21)
denotes the neighborhood of a pixel
where
,
is a weighting function based on
the normalized square difference between two intensities
, and
is the
.
variance of the luminance in a window around pixel
However, the above equation is still unsolvable because the
is unknown. Then, it is also aschrominance value
at a pixel
is
sumed that the chrominance value
, and the linear
a linear function of the luminance value
coefficients are the same for all pixels in the neighborhood of the
[33]. Thus, given a set of pixels where the chromipixel
to obnance values are correctly obtained, we minimize
tain the optimal coefficients. Finally, the chrominance value for
can be represented as
a pixel
(22)
and
are the linear coefficients for U components.
where
Similarly, the chrominance values in V component can be reconstructed.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
In order to objectively evaluate the performance of the
proposed method, several experiments are conducted with
typical 3-D video sequences of “Ballet”, “Breakdancers”, “Alt
Moabit”, and “Door Flowers”. The depth maps of “Ballet”
and “Breakdancers” sequences had been computed by using
a stereo-matching algorithm [34], and the depth maps of
“Alt Moabit” and “Door Flowers” have been estimated by
depth estimation reference software (DERS) 3.0 [35]. In the
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experiments, the fourth and sixth views, denoted view4 and
view6, in “Ballet” and “Breakdancers” are adopted as left and
right views, and the virtual view, denoted view5, is rendered
by view4 and view6. The eleventh and ninth views, denoted
view11 and view9, in “Alt Moabit” and “Door Flowers” are
adopted as left and right views, and the virtual view, denoted
view10, is rendered by view11 and view9. We use view synthesis reference software (VSRS) 3.0 [36] to render the virtual
view, and use the revised MVC software JMVM 7.0 [9] to
implement the asymmetric coding methods. In the encoding
process, the temporal GOP size is set to 15, and the total
number of encoded frames in each view is 100. In order to
objectively measure the performance of the proposed method,
we give one traditional asymmetric coding scheme and design
three schemes as follows.
Scheme-I: Traditional coding with the fixed ratio of 5:1
between texture and depth bitrates
Scheme-II: Mix-resolution asymmetric coding method
Scheme-III: The proposed asymmetric coding method
without chrominance reconstruction
Scheme-IV: The proposed asymmetric coding method
It is noted that, for Scheme-II, downsampling by a factor
of two in the horizontal and vertical direction is performed,
and since the mix-resolution asymmetric coding method in [20]
cannot be directly applied to 3-D video, the optimal ratio between texture and depth is exhaustively searched by full-search
method in [16], and other settings are similar to the proposed
method.
A. Estimation Accuracy of the Distortion Model
In order to verify the estimation accuracy of the proposed bit
allocation model in (8), we compare the estimated and the measured view rendering distortions for view4 under total bitrate
600 kbps in Fig. 6. The view rendering distortion in the model
is measured between the rendered virtual image and the original
image. The quality of the rendered virtual view will be also affected by the detailed view blending and hole filling algorithms
in DIBR. In order to eliminate these influences and objectively
measure the effects of coding distortion on view rendering, the
virtual view, view5, is rendered only from view4, and the occluded areas are excluded in the comparison. From the results,
it can be observed that the estimated curve shows the similar
trend with the measured curve. Since the proposed model uses
some approximations, the distortion may be overestimated or
underestimated so that the estimated curve is lower or higher
than the measured curve in some frames. However, since the
proposed bit allocation model only involves identification of the
optimal bitrate ratio, the minimum view rendering distortion can
be correctly differentiated from different texture/depth bitrate
ratio combinations even though there is a certain degree of inaccuracy in the estimated distortion.
B. Coding Performance Comparison Results
Fig. 7 shows the R-D curves of the four schemes for texture
video only in right view. The ordinate in each sub-figure is the
average luminance peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), while
the abscissa corresponds to the bitrates designated for the
right view. As depicted by the results, the R-D performance
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the estimated and the measured distortions for view4. (a) Ballet. (b) Breakdancers.

Fig. 7. RD performance comparison of “Ballet” and “Breakdancers”. (a) Ballet. (b) Breakdancers.

of Scheme-IV is better than other schemes due to the reduced
amount of data allocated to texture video by discarding the
chrominance information. Scheme-III reveals the consistent
change trends of R-D curves with Scheme-I owing to the same
encoding prediction structure used. However, for Scheme-II,
even though the total amount of data is largely reduced by
downsampling, the reconstructed quality is also greatly deteriorated after upsampling, especially at high bitrate side.
Therefore, the mix-resolution asymmetric coding scheme is
especially suitable for low bitrate visual communications such
as mobile 3DTV. In other words, the proposed asymmetric
coding of 3-D video is not an R-D optimization problem, and
view rendering quality or visual perceptual quality may be more
suitable to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
C. View Rendering Comparison Results
In order to objectively evaluate the performance of view
rendering, suppose that the virtual view rendered with original

texture videos and depth maps is regarded as reference, and
the average weighted PSNR is measured with coefficients 0.8,
0.1, and 0.1 in YUV components, respectively. The detailed bit
allocation results for texture and depth, and the corresponding
Bjonteggrad delta PSNR (BDPSNR) [37] for Scheme-II,
Scheme-III, and Scheme-IV are tabulated in Table II, in which
Scheme-I is supposed as the comparison basis. It is obvious that
compared to traditional coding scheme with the fixed ratio of
5:1 between texture and depth bitrates, the other three schemes
can achieve better view rendering performances. Moreover, for
Scheme-IV, by allocating the saved bitrate in MLVD representation to depth coding, the view rendering performance can
be further enhanced, which again confirms that the quality of
the compressed depth maps has a big impact on the quality of
rendered views. However, for Scheme-II, the view rendering
performance is slightly lower than the proposed method. The
reason is that the mix-resolution asymmetric coding method
aims to reduce the amount of data by providing consistent perceptual quality, while the proposed asymmetric coding method
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Fig. 8. Subjective view rendering results for “Ballet” under total bitrate 600 kbps constraint. (a) Rendered texture image with Scheme-I (32.89 dB). (b) Rendered
texture image with Scheme-II (34.53 dB). (c) Rendered texture image with Scheme-III (34.61 dB). (d) Rendered texture image with Scheme-IV (34.80 dB). (e)
Error image between (a) and the original rendered image. (f) Error image between (b) and the original rendered image. (g) Error image between (c) and the original
rendered image. (h) Error image between (d) and the original rendered image.

TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS OF BITRATE ALLOCATION FOR TEXTURE AND DEPTH AND THE CORREPONDING BDPSNR

aims to improve view rendering quality by reasonable bit allocation, even though the optimal ratio between texture and depth
is exhaustively searched by full-search method. The subjective
view rendering results for “Ballet” under total bitrate 600 kbps
constraint in Fig. 8 can clearly reflect this phenomenon. Even
though the object boundary in Fig. 8(a) is more smooth, the
contour deformation has occurred, and over high texture/depth
bitrate ratio in Scheme-I and over low texture/depth bitrate ratio
in Scheme-II cannot produce good view rendering results.
D. Chrominance Reconstruction Results
In order to appraise the performances of the proposed chrominance reconstruction algorithm, tests are conducted with the decoded texture images. Fig. 9(a) shows the original decoded texture image in right view with Scheme-III under total bitrate 600
kbps, respectively. Fig. 9(b) shows the initial warped texture

image in right view with Scheme-IV, where chrominance information in some pixels is still discarded. Fig. 9(c) shows the
reconstructed texture image in right view obtained by the proposed algorithm, and Fig. 9(d) shows the corresponding error
image of chrominance component U between (c) and (a). It
can be observed that the PSNR values of U and V components
between the reconstructed and the original images readily exceed 32 dB, indicating high image quality. Since HVS can tolerate a certain degree of quality degradation in one of the views
and is more sensitive to luminance than to chrominance, the
chrominance degradation can be negligible by human eyes when
stereoscopic video is displayed on stereoscopic display.
In order to evaluate how the chrominance degradation affects
the perceived stereoscopic effect by assigning different quality
chrominance information in right view, a subjective experiment
is conducted. Three kinds of stereoscopic image pairs are used
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Fig. 9. Subjective chrominance reconstruction results for “Ballet”. (a) Decoded texture image in right view with Scheme-III. (b) Initial warped texture image in
right view with Scheme-IV. (c) Proposed reconstructed texture image in right view. (d) Reconstruction error between (a) and (c) of U component.

TABLE III
DEPTH PERCEPTION AND COLOR PERCEPTION RESULTS

further performance improvement. Secondly, subjective perceptual experiments should be implemented to validate the visual
redundancy for further target bit allocation scheme design.
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